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From: Dennis Donohue
To: 293-pchearingcomments
Subject: Agenda Item 2 (PC 20-048) August 12,2020
Date: Tuesday, August 11, 2020 12:49:19 PM

[CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the County. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. ]
 
I am writing to support the McShane Nursery request to “ amend an existing use permit to allow
retail sales of cannabis products at an existing site”.  While I am not a fan of legalized use of cannabis
for recreational purposes, I believe that there should be consistency in application of the law.  The
current McShane’s location has clearly been growing and selling plants and derivative products for
over six decades. 
If both Monterey County and California have designated cannabis as an agricultural product then it
doesn’t hold that cannabis should be treated differently than other greenhouse or horticulture
products that are also grown in Monterey County and sold at the McShane’s site. Allowing for retail
sales sets no precedents per se….it simply a product update to new norms.
I would also note that there is some reconsideration being given to outdoor growing by the County. 
That suggests that the County is making adjustments as this industry matures.  The same sort of
thinking makes sense in this instance as well.
 
Dennis Donohue
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Monterey County Planning Commission 
August 12, 2020 

 
Public Comments for: PLN170296 - CABRERA (CHAPIN LIVING TRUST)  
 
Dear Commissioners: 
 
My name is John Mueller.  I have been an investor, owner and or operator of a wide variety of 
“alternative agriculture” regulated companies including organic farming, free range hogs, farm raised 
fish, water development, and medical and recreational cannabis. I am the CEO of a Multi-State Operator 
(MSO) in the cannabis space and have been licensed to operate in Nevada, California, Arkansas, Missouri 
and Michigan.  
 
Over the past 20 years the definition of agriculture and agriculture products has continued to evolve.  As 
an example, Hemp was illegal to grow not many years ago and is now federally legal with hundreds of 
thousands of acres now being cultivated.  Similarly, THC based cannabis was illegal in the US for almost 
over 80 years and is now legal for adult use in 11 states and medical use in 33 states; with more states in 
process. A federal legalization bill and several “state’s rights” bills are currently under review in the US 
Congress.   
 
THC based cannabis has the same safety regulations as other regulated products with strict licensing, 
seed to sale tracking, and testing on a parts per million basis for 65 pesticides, biologics and heavy 
metals. This process is ten-fold vs the testing process for a product like a strawberry that you can eat.   
 
Cannabis is now mainstream. In the early days of legalization, local governmental agencies “hid” 
cannabis operations in industrial zones.  That now is a thing of the past.  Cannabis dispensaries are now 
located on the same “main and main” street locations like Walgreens and CVS.  Cannabis dispensaries 
can be found on Michigan Avenue in Chicago, 5th Ave in NYC, Beverly Hills and locally in the famed 
Barnyard Shopping Village in Carmel.   
 
McShane’s Nursery has a 60 plus year history of cultivating and retailing a wide variety of regulated 
agriculture products, like fruit trees that are tagged, tracked and inspected prior to sale.  Over the years 
agriculture products and McShane’s have continued to evolve.  Adding cannabis products to this unique, 
successful location is the next evolution in its business.   
 
In the entire Salinas area and along the Hwy 68 corridor there are only two operating dispensaries: a 
small dispensary near the Salinas Airport and a dispensary on Work Street in Salinas.  Both medical 
patients and adult users have very limited access to cannabis in the area and no access along Hwy 68.  
With the traffic patterns, the stand-alone location, and no surrounding churches, schools, etc., 
McShane’s is an ideal location to sell cannabis alongside its other agriculture derived products.  
 
Thank you for your time and consideration and I hope you support this application.   
 
John Mueller  



From: Magana, Sophia x5305
Subject: FW: Comment for PLN170296 - CABRERA (CHAPIN LIVING TRUST)
Date: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 8:06:25 AM
Attachments: PLN170296 - CABRERA (CHAPIN LIVING TRUST) OPPOSITION.pdf

Good Morning,
 
Please email below and the attached public comment received this morning for PLN170296 Chapin
project.
 
Thank you,
 
Sophia Magana | Senior Secretary
Monterey County RMA – Planning Division
1441 Schilling Place, South 2nd Floor, Salinas, CA  93901
Direct Line: (831) 755-5305, Fax: (831) 757-9516
Email: maganas@co.monterey.ca.us
 
The Monterey County Resource Management Agency is currently operating with limited in-
office staff to reduce risk of COVID-19 transfer to and among its workforce. During this time,
responses may be delayed, but staff is checking email and will respond to you. If you have an
urgent issue that requires immediate attention, please contact our main line at: 831-755-
5025. 
 

From: Pivotal Campaigns [mailto:christian@pivotalcampaignservices.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 12, 2020 5:12 AM
To: 293-pchearingcomments <pchearingcomments@co.monterey.ca.us>
Subject: Comment for PLN170296 - CABRERA (CHAPIN LIVING TRUST)
 
[CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the County. Do not click links or open attachments unless you
recognize the sender and know the content is safe. ]
Please read the following comment into the record and accept the attached submission.
Much appreciated.
 
Comment:
I request the following analysis be submitted to the record and reviewed.

Admittedly I know little of building plans but what is obvious even to a novice is a lack of consistency
in numbers. For example, the fluctuating size of the greenhouse. Or is it a barn? Is it one building or
two? And how did it grow over time with no construction? This information is not clear from what
has been submitted.

It seems obvious that after the Planning Commission denies Chapin/Cabrera today they will take the
next step of going to the Board of Supervisors in hopes all previous denials of the project will be
ignored and they will be shown special favor.

Chapin/Cabrera extraordinary request to change the rules just for their personal benefit warrants
full due diligence from the Planning Commission before any appeal is heard.

I believe completing an audit comparing the numbers given in the various permits to the actual
physical buildings could clear up the metaphysical aspects of their plans.

Of additional concern, it has been reported in the media that in civil cases the cannabis industry has
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I request the following analysis be submitted to the record and reviewed.  


Admittedly I know little of building plans but what is obvious even to a novice is a lack of consistency in 


numbers. For example, the fluctuating size of the greenhouse. Or is it a barn? Is it one building or two? 


And how did it grow over time with no construction? This information is not clear from what has been 


submitted. 


It seems obvious that after the Planning Commission denies Chapin/Cabrera today they will take the 


next step of going to the Board of Supervisors in hopes all previous denials of the project will be ignored.  


Chapin/Cabrera extraordinary request to change the rules just for their personal benefit warrants full 


due diligence from the Planning Commission before any appeal is heard. 


I believe completing an audit comparing the numbers given in the various permits to the actual physical 


buildings could clear up the metaphysical aspects of their plans. 


Of additional concern, it has been reported in the media that in civil cases the cannabis industry has 


admitted at times to fudging details to obtain permits. 


In my opinion, it is important to remove all doubt and remain above the perception that special favors 


are being done for select individuals. 


Following is my rough analysis. 


With Regards 


Christian Schneider 


 


Proposed Project Discrepancies: 
The project proposes to use existing structures for new cannabis-related uses.  
 
An existing 4,760 
square foot building, portions of which had previously been used for retail nursery sales, would 
be used as a commercial dispensary and edibles manufacturing building.  
 
An existing 42’x72’ barn structure, which has not been previously used for 
retail space, would be used as an overflow commercial dispensary building.  
 
Also on the site, is an existing office building that would continue to be used as an office, and 
two additional 360 square foot and 480 square foot buildings would continue to be used for non-
cannabis retail sales and to house non-cannabis accessories.  
 
An existing 1,080 square foot greenhouse, which was constructed prior to January 1, 2016, 
would be used to cultivate cannabis for demonstration and education purposes only. 
This greenhouse is not proposed to produce cannabis that would be sold commercially. 
  







The highlighted areas describe five existing buildings. The 42x72 structure would be the 3024 sq 
ft greenhouse/barn described elsewhere in the staff report. Those numbers are not given in this 
paragraph but are provided elsewhere. Being that this paragraph describes existing buildings, 
nothing makes sense. If you add all those numbers up it goes well past the 7051 sq ft what 
Exhibit A the Project Data Sheet claims are existing buildings. 
  
Take a close look at Exhibit A. Right below where it says there are existing structures of 7051 sq 
ft, it states “0” in proposed structures. Keep that in mind. 
  


 
  
  
  
Here is the project data from page 8 of Exhibit B. The other maps I copied below are on pages 9 
and 10. 







 


 
 
  
Look at the building site coverage at #7. It says 5,888 sq ft. This is not 7,051 sq ft that Exhibit A 
lists. This is a huge discrepancy. 
  
On the following page of Exhibit B, the project building data doesn’t list the 3024 sq ft 
greenhouse/barn but it does list the “existing” 4,760 sq ft building identified as Building A.  
 
Building B in this chart is the demonstration greenhouse described in the staff report as a 1,080 
sq ft building. However, here it is 1,100. That’s not a big difference, but there shouldn’t be 
any.  However, if you add up all these numbers from the project building data below, it actually 
equals 7,105, not 7051 or 5,888.  
 
However, D and E are off the cannabis site and are on McShane’s Landscape Supply side. If we 
remove those 840 sq ft then we have even a new total of 6,265 sq ft. for the cannabis site.  







 


 
 
  
Let’s take a closer look at Building A now.  
 


 
 
  







These are actually two buildings. They are not connected. But in the middle is a walkway 
identified as #9. 


 
  
 
  
That is an enclosed walkway of 381 sq ft. It is also an addition, but remember how Exhibit A said 
there are no proposed structures? This is a structure. It combines two buildings into 1 to create 
the “existing” Building A.   
 
It appears Chapin and Cabrera are trying to slip by construction that doesn’t exist just as they are 
trying to combine two buildings as one that doesn’t exist. 
  
Look at the floor plans of the these buildings. 
  
First, the demonstration greenhouse that they can’t decide is 1,080 or 1,100 sq ft. and the office. 
They are behind the barn/greenhouse as you can see. 







 


 
 
  
 


 
 
  
However, in the floor plan, there are supposed to be a Building B and C in the back. It only 
designates Unit C, which is Building B. Looking back at the floor plan for Building A, things are 







identified different too. Everything is now called a Unit and not a Building, but we can’t see 
anything in the legend that identifies what a Unit is. 
  


 
  
In this drawing, Building or Unit B has moved to the front. Here is a closer look at the floor plan 
of A and B. Remember both of these have been identified earlier as a single Building known as A. 
  
First, here is the barn/greenhouse that was supposed to be built at 3,024 sq ft, but has been 
renamed a barn with, surprise, new dimensions. 







 


 
 
  
Building A, now called Unit B with the office and vault added comes to 4,790 sq ft. This is 
supposed to be a greenhouse that is 42x72 or 3,024 sq ft. 
  
On page 12, these dimensions are specifically identified to this building as the Greenhouse. It is 
building N and the front building is E. Magically, they are no longer the same “existing” building. 
Also, magically, the 3,024 sq ft greenhouse grew up to become a 4,790 sq ft barn.  
 
Further adding to the confusion of numbers is that the existing Building A was identified in the 
staff report and earlier map at 4,760 sq ft.  This leads me to wonder if they got a permit for a 
3,024 sq ft greenhouse and actually build a 4,760 or 4,790 sq ft one. 







 


 
 
  
So now let’s take a look at the floor plan of the front building, which is called Building E in the 
above map. 
 


 
 
  







In this map the front building has an E identifying it. Three screenshots up it is attached to E, also 
known as the Barn, AKA Greenhouse, AKA Unit C, AKA Unit B.  
 
Add the square footage in the part identified as E, it comes to 1,325 square footage from the 
sections identified as vault, storage, office, dispensary building and manufacturing, which is now 
curiously identified as Unit A by itself. 
  
Summary 
What is identified as Building A of a size of 4,760 sq ft is much larger. It is 4,790 from the “barn”, 
1,325 from the front building and 381 from the enclosed walkway addition for a grand total of 
6,496 sq ft. 
  
Last point to be made in the staff report under one of the yellow highlighted areas I identified. It 
reads as such: 
An existing 42’x72’ barn structure, which has not been previously used for 
retail space, would be used as an overflow commercial dispensary building 
  
We know this is not true. This the greenhouse, now a bigger barn. It has been used for retail. 
  
  


1. There are number discrepancies all through this. I don’t know what is the real size of 
any of these buildings because every map has something different. 


2. It appears the greenhouse of 3,024 sq ft is now a barn of 4,790 sq ft 
3. Existing Building A does not exist. It is actually two buildings as described in a map on 


page 12 as N and E. 
4. Despite the claim that there is no new construction of a building, there is a walkway 


between N and E that will be constructed to make a building A that does not currently 
exist. 


5. Claims of the barn not being used for retail are questionable. 


 


 







admitted at times to fudging details to obtain permits.

In my opinion, it is important to remove all doubt and remain above the perception that special
favors are being done for select individuals.

Following is my rough analysis in opposition.

With Regards

Christian Schneider

 
--
Christian Schneider
917.520.9110 (cell)



I request the following analysis be submitted to the record and reviewed.  

Admittedly I know little of building plans but what is obvious even to a novice is a lack of consistency in 

numbers. For example, the fluctuating size of the greenhouse. Or is it a barn? Is it one building or two? 

And how did it grow over time with no construction? This information is not clear from what has been 

submitted. 

It seems obvious that after the Planning Commission denies Chapin/Cabrera today they will take the 

next step of going to the Board of Supervisors in hopes all previous denials of the project will be ignored.  

Chapin/Cabrera extraordinary request to change the rules just for their personal benefit warrants full 
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Proposed Project Discrepancies: 
The project proposes to use existing structures for new cannabis-related uses.  
 
An existing 4,760 
square foot building, portions of which had previously been used for retail nursery sales, would 
be used as a commercial dispensary and edibles manufacturing building.  
 
An existing 42’x72’ barn structure, which has not been previously used for 
retail space, would be used as an overflow commercial dispensary building.  
 
Also on the site, is an existing office building that would continue to be used as an office, and 
two additional 360 square foot and 480 square foot buildings would continue to be used for non-
cannabis retail sales and to house non-cannabis accessories.  
 
An existing 1,080 square foot greenhouse, which was constructed prior to January 1, 2016, 
would be used to cultivate cannabis for demonstration and education purposes only. 
This greenhouse is not proposed to produce cannabis that would be sold commercially. 
  



The highlighted areas describe five existing buildings. The 42x72 structure would be the 3024 sq 
ft greenhouse/barn described elsewhere in the staff report. Those numbers are not given in this 
paragraph but are provided elsewhere. Being that this paragraph describes existing buildings, 
nothing makes sense. If you add all those numbers up it goes well past the 7051 sq ft what 
Exhibit A the Project Data Sheet claims are existing buildings. 
  
Take a close look at Exhibit A. Right below where it says there are existing structures of 7051 sq 
ft, it states “0” in proposed structures. Keep that in mind. 
  

 
  
  
  
Here is the project data from page 8 of Exhibit B. The other maps I copied below are on pages 9 
and 10. 



 

 
 
  
Look at the building site coverage at #7. It says 5,888 sq ft. This is not 7,051 sq ft that Exhibit A 
lists. This is a huge discrepancy. 
  
On the following page of Exhibit B, the project building data doesn’t list the 3024 sq ft 
greenhouse/barn but it does list the “existing” 4,760 sq ft building identified as Building A.  
 
Building B in this chart is the demonstration greenhouse described in the staff report as a 1,080 
sq ft building. However, here it is 1,100. That’s not a big difference, but there shouldn’t be 
any.  However, if you add up all these numbers from the project building data below, it actually 
equals 7,105, not 7051 or 5,888.  
 
However, D and E are off the cannabis site and are on McShane’s Landscape Supply side. If we 
remove those 840 sq ft then we have even a new total of 6,265 sq ft. for the cannabis site.  



 

 
 
  
Let’s take a closer look at Building A now.  
 

 
 
  



These are actually two buildings. They are not connected. But in the middle is a walkway 
identified as #9. 

 
  
 
  
That is an enclosed walkway of 381 sq ft. It is also an addition, but remember how Exhibit A said 
there are no proposed structures? This is a structure. It combines two buildings into 1 to create 
the “existing” Building A.   
 
It appears Chapin and Cabrera are trying to slip by construction that doesn’t exist just as they are 
trying to combine two buildings as one that doesn’t exist. 
  
Look at the floor plans of the these buildings. 
  
First, the demonstration greenhouse that they can’t decide is 1,080 or 1,100 sq ft. and the office. 
They are behind the barn/greenhouse as you can see. 



 

 
 
  
 

 
 
  
However, in the floor plan, there are supposed to be a Building B and C in the back. It only 
designates Unit C, which is Building B. Looking back at the floor plan for Building A, things are 



identified different too. Everything is now called a Unit and not a Building, but we can’t see 
anything in the legend that identifies what a Unit is. 
  

 
  
In this drawing, Building or Unit B has moved to the front. Here is a closer look at the floor plan 
of A and B. Remember both of these have been identified earlier as a single Building known as A. 
  
First, here is the barn/greenhouse that was supposed to be built at 3,024 sq ft, but has been 
renamed a barn with, surprise, new dimensions. 



 

 
 
  
Building A, now called Unit B with the office and vault added comes to 4,790 sq ft. This is 
supposed to be a greenhouse that is 42x72 or 3,024 sq ft. 
  
On page 12, these dimensions are specifically identified to this building as the Greenhouse. It is 
building N and the front building is E. Magically, they are no longer the same “existing” building. 
Also, magically, the 3,024 sq ft greenhouse grew up to become a 4,790 sq ft barn.  
 
Further adding to the confusion of numbers is that the existing Building A was identified in the 
staff report and earlier map at 4,760 sq ft.  This leads me to wonder if they got a permit for a 
3,024 sq ft greenhouse and actually build a 4,760 or 4,790 sq ft one. 



 

 
 
  
So now let’s take a look at the floor plan of the front building, which is called Building E in the 
above map. 
 

 
 
  



In this map the front building has an E identifying it. Three screenshots up it is attached to E, also 
known as the Barn, AKA Greenhouse, AKA Unit C, AKA Unit B.  
 
Add the square footage in the part identified as E, it comes to 1,325 square footage from the 
sections identified as vault, storage, office, dispensary building and manufacturing, which is now 
curiously identified as Unit A by itself. 
  
Summary 
What is identified as Building A of a size of 4,760 sq ft is much larger. It is 4,790 from the “barn”, 
1,325 from the front building and 381 from the enclosed walkway addition for a grand total of 
6,496 sq ft. 
  
Last point to be made in the staff report under one of the yellow highlighted areas I identified. It 
reads as such: 
An existing 42’x72’ barn structure, which has not been previously used for 
retail space, would be used as an overflow commercial dispensary building 
  
We know this is not true. This the greenhouse, now a bigger barn. It has been used for retail. 
  
  

1. There are number discrepancies all through this. I don’t know what is the real size of 
any of these buildings because every map has something different. 

2. It appears the greenhouse of 3,024 sq ft is now a barn of 4,790 sq ft 
3. Existing Building A does not exist. It is actually two buildings as described in a map on 

page 12 as N and E. 
4. Despite the claim that there is no new construction of a building, there is a walkway 

between N and E that will be constructed to make a building A that does not currently 
exist. 

5. Claims of the barn not being used for retail are questionable. 
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